Live Cell Imaging of Endogenous RNAs Using Pumilio Homology Domain Mutants: Principles and Applications.
Recently, dynamic changes in the location of RNA in space and time in living cells have become a target of interest in biology because of their essential roles in controlling physiological phenomena. To visualize RNA, methods for the fluorescent labeling of RNA in living cells have been developed. For RNA labeling, oligonucleotide-based RNA probes have mainly been used because of their high selectivity for target RNAs. By contrast, protein-based RNA probes have not been used widely because of their lack of design flexibility, although they have various potential advantages compared with nucleotide-based probes, such as controllability of intracellular localization, high detectability, and ease of introduction into cells and transgenic organisms in a cell type and tissue specific manner by genetic engineering techniques. This Perspective focuses on a possible approach to the development of protein-based RNA probes using Pumilio homology domain (PUM-HD) mutants. The PUM-HD is a domain of an RNA binding protein that allows custom-made modifications to recognize a given eight-base RNA sequence. PUM-HD-based RNA probes have been applied to visualize various RNAs in living cells. Here, the techniques and RNA imaging results obtained using the PUM-HD are introduced.